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Logo
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Primary Logo

Logo Variations

A lifebuoy/life preserver provides buoyancy and prevents a person from drowning. Our 
logo incorporates this as a symbol to indicate that our application gives visitors at the 
beach and lifeguards a faster way to recognize people in danger and rescue them 
before they suffer any serious injuries.

Variation 1


Similar to primary logo with white text 
and outline - use on darker backgrounds.

Variation 2


The complete life preserver symbolizes 
“Safe” with the text “U.” To be used as 

an icon where necessary



Typography

Avenir Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvqxyz

1 234567890!@#$%̂ &*().,-_

Avenir Medium

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvqxyz

1 234567890!@#$%̂ &*().,-_

Avenir Black

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvqxyz

1234567890! @#$%̂ &*().,-_

Typeface

Our typeface is Avenir, a clean and 
geometric sans-serif font that 
complements our identity of being 
trustworthy and safe. 
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Usage

Use Avenir Light for body text (on screens, slides and posters). Use Avenir 
Black for standalone titles or to make text pop within the body text. Use 
Avenir Medium instead of Avenir Black to provide emphasis on specific 
parts of the text when Avenir Black is too heavy for the context. Use good 
judgement when choosing different weights and consider using font size to 
indicate visual hierarchy when possible. 

Title
Using same font weight and size as title 
makes it difficult to indicate visual hierarchy

This text has Avenir Medium but it doesn’t 
really stand out.

Title
Subtitle is the same font weight as above but 
different font size indicates visual hierarchy

Title
When using same font size as title, use font 
weight to indicate visual hierarchy

This text has Avenir Black and it’s clear 
what’s being emphasized and what’s not.
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Colors

Primary Colors

Secondary Colors

Trust

#2E9B8E300

200

1 00

#4BBDAF

#76DED1

Power

#D87D41300

200

1 00

#EB9760

#F0AC7F

Safe

#EFDEB6300

200

1 00

#F5ECD7

#FFFFFF

Ease

#353535300

200

1 00

#696969

#E0E0E0

These colors represent our brand. Use these colors generously for our type, patterns & 
backgrounds. 

These colors should be used for a specific purpose across our applications and visual 
communication. 

#DD6D6F1 00 #D5484B200Error & Danger Alerts

Warning #F6CA6B1 00 #F4BD46200

Information #7CA6D91 00 #5B90CF200

Success #91 CBAF1 00 #74BC9A200



Grid System

Use an 8pt grid system when designing for screens. 
It improves data consumption through better 
legibility, provides customers with a more consistent 
user experience, eliminates guesswork and decision 
fatigue whilst designing and developing and drives 
consistent scalability.

Screen Designs

[1 ]

[1 ]  https://newchapterhq.com/blog/the-8pt-grid-consistent-spacing-in-ui-design-with-sketch

8pt

1 6pt

24pt

32pt

40pt

Use a 5 column grid system for print materials (e.g., 
posters and books like this guide). Use 8pt spacing 
described above for horizontal spacing. 

Print Designs
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Component Specification

Icons that modify information on the 
page or provide information related to 
the page should be placed on the right 
side of the UI bar.

Provide a back button instead of the 
Hamburger menu when the user is on a 
child page instead of a main page that 
can be reached through the navigation 
menu.

Primary Button: There should only be 
one primary button on a screen.

Secondary Button: There can be more 
than one secondary button on a screen.

When modifying information on a page 
and there are only two possible actions, 
place them on the left and right side of 
the UI bar.

UI Bars

Buttons
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